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About This Content

This DLC is not compatible with an account created outside of Steam.

This package contains:

Texas, Tier V American Battleship

1 Port Slot

Stars and Stripes Permanent Camouflage

1 Commander with 6 skill points

Confidently steam your way across the dangerous high seas! The last remaining Dreadnought-style capital ship in existence,
Texas is an iconic symbol of American naval might. Take her home along with the very American Stars and Stripes permanent

camo and a skilled Commander!

The Stars and Stripes camouflage provides the following bonuses:

 +50% to experience earned in battle
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 −10% to the cost of the ship's post-battle service

 −3% to surface detectability range

 +4% to maximum dispersion of shells fired by the enemy at your ship
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Title: World of Warships - Texas Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Wargaming Group Limited
Publisher:
Wargaming Group Limited
Release Date: 4 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 x86

Processor: Core2Duo 2.7 GHz, AMD Athlon II 3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8800GT/9600GT, IntelHD 4000, NVIDIA GeForce 620M, AMD Radeon HD 4650

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 35 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 9.0c

English,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Italian,Simplified
Chinese,Ukrainian
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world of warships - texas pack

This is a fun little game.

Its a basic isometric mech shooter, where you have a 2 team domination style map with 5 capture points. You fight against
random players.

The interface takes a little getting used to,

Customization is fairly easy with 2 arm hardpoints ,2 shoulder hardpoints , and one special equipment bay.. Amazing Game.
(But is free, apogee release as freware).. Combined with the very comprehensive groundschool manual, these missions opened
up a new way of using my simulator. The missions are well made and have clear instructions. Well worth it and highly
recommended!. At first I didnt like it, but once the difficulty rampped up, it was really enjoyable. There are several errors on
this train. When it organized as a double train set, the pantograph of the second set is not raised. Furthermore, AI ICE-T can run
without the pantograph raised!!
After DTG updated ICE-T, you can see the feature of light configuration. However, the frame rate badly drops when camera is
positioned in front of the train.
I recommend that you buy this train as long as DTG update or fix these problems.. Ok game..great graphics standing in one
place gets boring quick, but that's the problem with VR wave shooters:(. The co-op experience is where this game happens.
Awesome graphics and controls, overall awesome barrel of great fun.
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I mean it's free, what more do you want? It was fun, enjoyable, and quick/short. Nothing revolutionary here, but it was well
done, and I enjoyed it from start to finish.. I'm only 4 hours in, but this is clearly another strong title in Spidweb's collection. If
you don't mind the graphics, its a great CRPG.. It's a challenging, well-designed platformer with a very solid difficulty gradient,
fun bosses and great art.

It also has a moth :3. I've wanted this since Atelier Sophie! Cute outfit ^^. Game has frustrating mechanics, you are penalized
for doing well, and its unfulfilled in its direction. It might be feature complete, but whenever I played it I felt like I had a
thousand ideas to improve upon it.

Not sure I'd recommend this unless you get it at a discount. Idea is good, everything seems promising..., but its just not right
there yet.. Pretty tough game, lots of tv, music and movie questions. Back to the future and star wars fans who listened to lots of
music might do better than i did. The name says it all.. I like this addon its nice having the airport scenery back in fsx, Its frame
rate frendly didnt take long to install & with an I 7 on medium settings expect 40-60 FPS with A2A Cessna 172. I love doing
touch and goes with this airport no scenery glitch I could find. However one thing about it that I would change would be AI
aircraft and just alittle bit more with the scenery. Wait for it to be one special because its worth more that way.
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